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ABSTRACT 

This  work  is  related  with  the  problem  of  the  facility  layout, the layout problem is  a multi-objective function 

considering the kind of conflicting objectives, where  the  objective  function  is dealing  with  the  allocation  of  

best  place  to  each  process  department  and  two  considerations  are  taking  into  account;  one  is  to  increase  

the  adjacencies  that  required  between  departments,  and  the  other  is  the cost reduction  of  the  work-flow  

between  them. Tabu-search model has developed to improve the layout of  the  water  pump  factory .In  order  

to  determine  the  best  location  for  the  process  departments  by  focusing  on the  two  objectives,  the  

minimization  of  the  workflow  cost,  and  the  maximization  of  the  total  closeness rating  relationships  among  

the  process  departments  by  reinforcement  of  their  tasks  interaction.  The methodology of this work is to 

allocate the existing areas of factory departments within the available dimensions of the total facility and the 

remaining areas is divided into a number of dummy departments that the operational departments could be 

extended on it by using the flexible bay structure  that has been suggested for  re-design of facility .In this study, 

ten trials were chosen since there were no violations of the constraint of rectangular shape, and then compared 

through the improvement percentage value. Where, the higher value with no violation of all constraints, the 

resulted layouts has considered as the best optimal solution.  The 7th and 3rd trials were chosen as the best optimal, 

where divided into two Bays instead of three and all departments have near optimal rectangular shapes. The best 

optimal one which equals (59.303), that means more closeness between department and less numbers of flows 

(less cost) in optimal layout, compared with the previous layout improvement percentage.   
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INTRODUCTION  

The physical design of a variety of overlapping facilities on the factory floor of a manufacturing system to achieve 

one or more goals is known as the facility layout challenge [1]. The problem of facility layout with departments 

of non-equal areas is one of the most complicated facility design problems, especially when considering several 

requirements to be achieved on the new layout design. Three major types of layout are widely used in 

manufacturing system; those are the product layout, process layout, and the group layout.  Also, there is further 

categorized such as the flow line, cell, and center, as sited in [2]. If businesses are to compete globally and 

transition from mass manufacturing to mass customization, they must optimize their production processes as soon 

as possible. The importance of this need is more apparent in older production facilities that have a tradition of 

upgrades, expansions, and adaptations of their production plants. As a consequence of inappropriate 

manufacturing facility design, it is typical to see complicated, elaborate, and inefficient material and commodity 

flow processes. To assist in the construction of optimum facility configurations, a variety of methods may be used. 

However, a satisfactory generic technique for constructing such layouts is lacking. Furthermore, little attention 

was given to the data and tools needed, as well as how modeling and optimization will help with facility design 

[3]. 
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The water pump production plant has contained of several departments to manufacture all parts of the water pump, 

each department has related with the other departments in performing the main function of the plant (water pump 

production), where the adjacencies between departments that subject to several constraints is the big issue of this 

problem. This work is addressing the design of the facility layout for the water pump production factory, and to 

redesign al l process departments in order to reach its best layout within the specified dimensions of the available 

area. Since the related factory has an old layout design, so the operational management has a future plan to make 

some modifications for the design of the factory building.  Therefore, the results of this research    would be useful 

to assist the authorized engineering designers during the redesign process of the factory layout, and to reallocate 

the departments within the existing of the facility area.  The problem of this work is described by a bi-objective 

model that to minimize the total cost of the work-flow between departments with the maximization of adjacency 

satisfaction of the process’s relationships. The constraints that needed to be defined at the mathematical model 

are the departments’ sizes, shapes, and adjacencies. Then, the suggested layout is specified by such   kind of 

flexible bays structure, with maintaining of the new dimensions for the process departments of being not less than 

their real dimensions. 

RELATED WORK  

Determining the flow pattern through the framework for components, components, and work-in-process is one of 

the most critical factors in facility layout design [4]. Chiang, Kouvelis, and Urban proposed a multi-objective 

facility architecture concept that took into account workflow overlap between interconnected departments [5]. 

Saraswat, Venkatadri, and Castillo proposed a system for multi-objective facility layout design focused on flow–

distance, average work-in-process, and the necessary number of material handling equipment [6]. A group 

researcher suggested a framework for solving FLP in production systems when demand is unpredictable. 

Companies must have a well-planned and well-designed facility layout plan in addition to proper production plans 

and policies in order to achieve effective production and service systems [7]. FLP is divided into four categories 

by based on structure assessment, workshop features, problem formulation, and approaches [8]. One of the most 

common parameters for evaluating flow in a facility is material flow. Belic suggest necessary steps that needed to 

move from the current to the ideal configuration of workstations and equipment [9].  

The optimization is done using the Bloch-Schmigalla triangular form. As a result, output lead times are shorter, 

supply flow is higher, there is fewer inventories, and capital investment cost is lower. One of the most important 

problems in industrial management and engineering is the Facility Layout Problem (FLP). To achieve optimum 

solutions, various methods have appeared [10]. By taking into account the positions of pick-up and drop-off sites, 

suggested a hybrid robust optimization model for unequal-area complex facility design problems [11]. A group 

researhcers suggested a comprehensive layout modeling tool for machine layout in manufacturing systems that 

uses a Genetic Algorithm to reduce material flow gap while taking complexity demand and machine maintenance 

into account [12]. The findings suggest that the substance flow is shorter. The pace of travel influences the 

departmental partnership component. As a result, high-traffic departments should be clustered together [13].  

A group researcher investigated the use of modeling and optimization to plan and develop facility layout while 

keeping manufacturing and logistics requirements into account [3]. Managers and other stakeholders will use the 

findings to develop a framework that takes into account manufacturing and logistics limitations when determining 

the best facility layout design. The layout problem of this paper is a multi-objective function considering the kind 

of conflicting objectives, where two objectives have defined, one is to minimize the work flow cost between 

departments, and the other is to maximize the closeness rating score. The flexible bay structure has been suggested 

for the design of the project facility by assuming the number of bays between one and three bays, Constraints 

need to be placed on department sizes, shapes, and adjacencies in a kind of bays flexible structure with keeping 

of the existing department’s dimensions. A Tabu search of heuristic approaches coded by the language of 

MATLAB has been developed to improve the layout of the water pump factory. The option of Excel Add Ins has 
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used to define the initial layout to be entered in the heuristic search as the base parameters required for the Tabu 

algorithm initiation. 

WORK METHODOLOGY 

The nonlinear bi-objective model is formulated to find the  optimum  design  for  the  problem  of  the factory  

layout.  The  main  consideration  of  the  problem  that  there  is  fixed  dimensions  for  the  available  area  of  

the  whole  factory  and  there  are  nine  manufacturing  departments  need  to  be  kept  or  exceed  their area  

dimensions  that  have  been  specified  at  the  recent  design  of  the  factory. The  methodology  of  this  work  

has  to  allocate  the  existing  areas  of  factory  departments  within  the available  dimensions  for  the  whole  

facility,  then  the  remaining  space  has  divided  into  a  number  of  dummy  departments,  where  the  real  

departments  would  be  extended  into  the  remaining  spaces  of  the  new design  and  taking  into  account  all  

the  constrains  and  model  limitations.  The  remaining  area  of  the  facility  layout  which  is  not  used  by  the  

real  departments  has  assumed  be  divided  into  four  dummy departments.  The  shape  of  the  dummy  

department  is  not  subject  to  the  shape  constraint  of  the  existing real  departments. The  mathematical  model  

has  subjected  to  a  constraint  that  to  ensure  a  reasonable  rectangular  shape  for  the  process  departments,  

such  constraint  is  to  keep  the  output  results  within  this  kind  of  mode l restrictions. The  flexible  number   

of   bays  structure  has  assumed   to  be   limited  between  one  bay  as  a  minimum number  and  four  as  a  

maximum  number  of  bays  for  the  design  of  the  new  layout.  Therefore,  the  number of  bays  is  restricted  

by  the  assumption  of  blocks  number  between  zero  and  three. 

TABU SEARCH FOR SOLVING FACILITY LAYOUT PROBLEM  

Tabu search (TS) is a meta-heuristic algorithm for combinatorial optimization problems (problems requiring the 

best possible ordering and availability of alternatives). TS are currently used in a variety of flexible manufacturing 

systems.  It employs a local or community search process to iteratively shift from one possible solution in the 

neighborhood to an improved solution before a stopping condition is met. Local search procedures often get 

trapped in areas with low scores or areas where scores have plateaued. Tabu search cautiously follows the 

neighborhood of each solution as the search continues, avoiding these traps and exploring areas of the search 

space that will be left unexplored by most local search procedures [14]. Memory structures are used to decide the 

solutions are accepted to the new neighborhood, and then the search proceeds by iteratively progressing from the 

current solution to a better one.This memory structures are used to create the Tabu list, which is a collection of 

rules and prohibited solutions used to filter the solutions will be accepted to the neighborhood to be explored by 

the search [15]. 

FLEXIBLITY BAY-STRUCTURED LAYOUT 

Flexible  bay  structure  was  first  introduced  [16]. In  a  flexible  bay  structure  (FBS),  all work-centers  are  

placed  inside  parallel  bays. Traditionally, all machines of the same kind are assigned to the same department in 

a multi-bay manufacturing facility layout problem. In a functional structure, machines are organized into 

departments based on the method or operation they execute.In general, functional layouts may be effective where 

there is a wide range of products and/or limited product volumes. Functional layouts, on the other hand, need a 

lot of inter-bay material transfer, which also requires long lead times, inadequate resource usage, and low 

throughput rates [17].  In the bay structured FLP, a pre-specified rectangular floor space is first divided 

horizontally or vertically into bays, and then each bay is divided into blocks of equal width but varying lengths. 

In this article, we propose a multi-objective facility layout that takes into account conflicting goals. Minimize 

flow cost and optimize closeness ranking are some of the objectives [18]. 

MODELING AND ANALYSIS 

The work of this layout problem has defined by  considering  two  kinds  of  information  that  represented by  

qualitative  and  quantitative  approaches.  Some qualitative information is useful to  give  an  initial description  
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for  the  factory  layout  and  to  imagine  the  path  of  work-flow  between  the  process  departments. Then, the  

quantitative  approaches  have  used  to  improve  the  initial  solution  by  doing  several  iterations until  reaching  

the  best  solution  from  the  optimization.     

The  input  information  that  required  in  formulating  the  mathematical  layout  model  has  defined  by  the 

following  information  as  input  data  files, [19]: 

1. The  matrix  of  work-flow  cost  between  each  two  departments 

2. The  matrix  of  the  closeness  rating  relationships  among  all  departments. 

For  the  water  pump  factory,  the  following  steps  have  been  conducted  to  formulate  the  model  of  its  

layout  problem: 

1. Collecting  the  necessary  information  about  the  factory  layout  and  the  required  data  for  the  model 

definition . Such  information  and  data  comprise  the  following: 

- The  technological  route  of  the  product. 

-  The  total  available  dimensions  for  the  factory. 

- The  total  number  of  departments  inside  the  factory  and  their  dimensions. 

- Define  the  functions  and  their  description  that carry  out  in  each  factory  departments. 

-  The  total  number  of  movements  (work-trips)  between  departments  with  a  description  of  the 

work-flow,  such  as  those  done  by  the  workers'  movement,  or  by  the  automatic  tools  of 

material  handling (Conveyor). 

- Giving  a  degree  of  weight  for  the  closeness  rating  according  to  the  adjacency  between  each 

two  departments  that  directly  related  to  the  number  of  work-trips  between  them. 

2. Space  and  transaction  analysis  is  performed  to  interchange  between  the  dimensions  of  each 

department  within  its  defined  area,  and  the  relationship  between  the  departments  according  to 

their  functions. 

3. An initial  solution  is  predetermined  for  the  factory  layout  as  a  base  to  initiate  the  modified  

solutions. 

4.  Various optimum  layout  options  are  obtained  from  the  results  of  several  iterations,  then  one  of 

the  best  optimum  layout  has  chosen  depending  on  the  best  improvement  ratio,  and  most reasonable  

dimensions  (rectangular  shape)  for  all  departments. 

DEFINITION OF THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL  

The considered  problem  of  paper  has  two  objective  functions;  one  is  the  cost  minimization  of  the work-

flow  between  departments  that’s  represented  by  the  following  function  (1)", [20]: 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑ ∑ (𝑓𝑖𝑗𝑐𝑖𝑗)(|𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑗| + |𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗|)𝑁
𝑗=2

𝑁−1
𝑖=1                                                                                                         (1) 

The  main  parameters  that  relevant  to  the  mathematical  model  of  this  problem  are  defined  below  and 

"shown  in  figure 1" 

N  The  number  of  departments  that  contained  in  the  facility  

i = 1, 2,…, N-1 

j= i+1,…, N 

𝑓𝑖𝑗  The  number  of  flows  (trip)  from  dept. i to dept. j 

𝑐𝑖𝑗   𝐶ost of one trip to move the work order 

 from dept. i  to dept. j 

𝑥𝑖    Horizontal  distance  between  center  of  dept. i  and  vertical  reference  line 
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𝑦𝑖   Vertical  distance  between  center  of  dept. i and  horizontal  reference  line 

𝑥𝑗 Horizontal  distance  between  center  of  dept. j and  vertical  reference  line 

𝑦𝑗  Vertical  distance  between  center  of  dept. j and  horizontal  reference  line 

Other parameters have been used in this model such as, [21]: 

W    Width  of  whole  available  facility  area 

L     Length  of  whole  available  facility area 

A The  whole  available  area  for  the  facility 

wi   The  length  of  horizontal  side  of  department i 

wj   The  length  of  horizontal  side  of  department j 

li    The  length  of  vertical  side  of  department i 

𝑙𝑗   The  length  of  vertical  side  of  department j 

dhij The  horizontal  distance  between  departments i and j  

dvij  The  vertical  distance  between  department i and j 

ai    The  required  area  of  department i 

aj   The  required  area  of  department j 

    Those  parameters  are  illustrated  in  figure (1).  

The  above  objective  function  (1) is  subject  to  the  following  constraints: 

|𝑥𝑖−𝑥𝑗| +  𝑀𝑧𝑖𝑗 ≥
1

2
(𝑤𝑖 + 𝑤𝑗) + 𝑑ℎ𝑖𝑗                                                                                                                             (2) 

|𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑗| + 𝑀(1 − 𝑧𝑖𝑗) ≥
1

2
(𝑙𝑖 + 𝑙𝑗) + 𝑑𝑣𝑖𝑗                                                                                                              (3) 

𝑧𝑖𝑗(1 − 𝑧𝑖𝑗) = 0                                                                                                                                                           (4)   

𝑥𝑖 +
𝑤𝑖

2
≤ 𝑊                                                                                                                                                              (5) 

𝑦𝑖 +
𝑙𝑖

2
≤ 𝐿                                                                                                                                                                   (6) 

𝑙𝑒𝑡  𝐵𝑖 = 0, 1 

𝑤𝑖 = (𝑤𝑖 + 𝐵𝑖𝑙𝑖) − 𝐵𝑖𝑤𝑖                                                                                                                                         (7) 

𝑙𝑖 = (𝑙𝑖 + 𝐵𝑖𝑤𝑖) − 𝐵𝑖𝑙𝑖                                                                                                                                                  (8)                           

∑ 𝑎𝑖 ≤ 𝐴𝑁
𝑖=1                                                                                                                                                                       (9) 

Constraints  ((2), (3))"  to  ensure  that  departments  do  not  interfere   in  the  horizontal  or  vertical  directions. 

Constraint  (4)"  ensures  that  𝑧𝑖𝑗  takes  values  of  0  or  1  only,  to  ensure  that  only  one  of  the  two  constraints  

(2) or (3)  will  hold.  Constraints  ((5) and  (6))"  to  ensure  that  the  summation  of  all departments  in  the 

horizontal  or  vertical  directions  will  not  exceed  the  available  width  and  length  of  the  whole  facility  area,  

respectively.  Constraints  ((7)  and  (8))"  let  any  department  to  rotate  within  its  constant area. Constraint  

(9)"  ensures  that  the  sum  of  all  departments ’  area  will  not  exceed  the  available  area  for  the whole  

facility. Another  objective  function  of  this  work  is  the  maximization  of  the  closeness  rating  between  

departments. This  function  has  represented  by (10)": 

𝑚𝑎𝑥 ∑ ∑ (𝑟𝑖𝑗). 𝑚𝑖𝑗
𝑁
𝑗=2

𝑁−1
𝑖=1                                                                                                                                           (10) 

Where 𝑚𝑖𝑗 in  objective  function  (10)  equals  1  if  the  departments i and j  are  adjacent  and  0  otherwise. 

Such  an  objective  is  based  on  smoothing  the  flow  of  work  by  increasing  the  relations hip  between  any  
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two departments  which  they  are  much  related  to  each  other  in  performing  the  main  function  of  the  

facility. 

𝑟𝑖𝑗= Closeness  rating  between  dept. i and dept.  

Five  weights  of  the  closeness  relationship  between  each  two  departments  have  assumed,  [22]: 

 A = absolutely  necessary;  E = very  important; I = important; 

 O = ordinary  important; U = unimportant; X = undesirable 

The  objective  function  is  restricted  by  the  constraint  of  closeness  rating,  which  attempts  to  quantify  the 

relationship  between  each  two  departments.  It  can  be  based  on  the  number  of  trips  of  work  orders  

between  departments,  or  such  negatives  as  undesirable  fumes  resulting  from  the  painting  department  or  

bad  odors  out  from  some  manufacturing  process. The closeness rating  is not  quantitatively  derived,  although  

a  quantitative  data  has  given  as  a score  of weight,  where it  is  varied  from  (-125)  to  (125),  it  has  increased  

positively  as  there  is  a  need  to  make  any two  departments  close  to  each  other,  and  decreased  in  vise  

versa,  the  following  waits  are  given  to represent  the  closeness relationships  [23]. 

   125     Absolutely necessary 

    25             Very important 

     5               Important 

     1               Ordinary 

  -25               Unimportant 

-125              Undesirable 

     

The   overall  objective  of   the   problem   model  is  to  minimize   the   weight   of   the  flow-cost   an  increasing  

the  adjacency  (closeness  rating),  by  redesign  the  facility  layout  and  reducing  the  distances between  

departments. 

The  final  objective  function  of  the  problem  model  is  represented  by  function  (11)": 

 Min. z = (1 − ε) ∗  ∑ ∑ CFij
N
j=2

N−1
i=1 (dij

x + dij
y

)                                                                                                         (11) 

A  layout  efficiency  factor  (ε)  has  used  to  define  which  of  the  desired  adjacencies  satisfied  to  optimize 

the  objective  function . Where this  factor  is  defined  by  function (12)":  

ε =
∑ ∑ (cij

+xij)−∑ ∑ (cij
−(1−xij))N

j=i+1
N−1
i=1

N
j=i+1

N−1
i=1

∑ ∑ cij
+N

j=i+1 −∑ ∑ cij
−N

j=i+1
N−1
i=1

N−1
i=1

                                                                                                               (12) 

dij
x    Centroid  rectilinear  distance  between  departments i and j along x-axis 

dij
y
   Centroid  rectilinear  distance  between  departments i and j along y-axis,  

Another  constraint  that  the  objective  function is  subjected to 

∑ ai
N
i=1    +   Ad = W ∗ L                                                                                                                                                     (13) 

Where, function (13)"  is  to  ensure  that  the  sum  of all  departments  area  plus  the  areas  of  dummy  blocks  

equal  the  total  facility  area. 
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Figure 1. Facility Layout Parameters of Departments with Unequal Areas. 

RESULTS EVALUTION AND ANALYSIS 

Optimal layouts  have  been  selected  depending  on  the  combined  objective  function  value,  and  to  get  the 

best  optimal  solution,  the  software  of  the  searching  approach  is  repeated  to  run many  times  to  reach  the 

optimal  solution. Here,   the  run  of  the  selected  best  ten  trials  of  final  solutions  and  their  resulted  layouts  

for  the  nine  departments  that  arranged  in  three  bays  structure  with  un-equal  areas.  

The  results  of  the  best  solutions  to  the  ten  trials "  shown  in  table  1 ". [24].  Are compared through  the  

improvement  percentage  value:  

Improvment  % = 1 −
Initial objective value

Final objective value
∗ 100% 

Where, the  higher  value  of  improvement  with  no  violation  of  all  constraints,  the  resulted  layout  has 

considered  as  the  best  optimal  solution  which  "shown  in  figure 2 " .

The layout  in  chosen  as  the  best  optimal  divided  into  two  Bay s instead  of  three    (department  No. 12  is  

a dummy  one,  so  it  is  not  considered  as  a  bay ).  All  the  process  departments  have  near  to  optimal  

rectangular  shape  especially  those  of  large  area  such  as  the  department  of  numbers  (2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, and 

9). Small  one's  dimensions  are  suitable  with  their  functions , therefore  their  shapes  are  acceptable 
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Table 1. Results of the Ten Optimal Solutions 

no 
Initial objective 

value 
Final objective value Improvement % 

1 276.5273 57.7710 79.1083 

2 342.9546 144.0694 57.991 

3 358.4183 145.8470 59.303 

4 736.5645 104.8266 85.768 

5 426.1091 118.1782 72.265 

6 736.5645 104.8266 85.768 

7 358.4183 145.8470 59.308 

8 426.1091 118.1782 72.265 

9 311.8312 150.1002 51.186 

10 315.1378 58.5874 81.4089 

 

Figure 2. The Best Optimal Solution Among the Ten Trials. 

CONCLUSION 

1. Increasing  of  Tabu  search  iterations  make  sure  that  the  optimal  solution  is  reached,  and  the 

solution  at  each  iteration  is  considered  as  initial  to  the  next  one,  therefore  it  is  considered  as  a 

continuous  improvement  of  searching  approach  till  the  optimality  has  obtained. 

2. The  department  can be  arranged  in  many  layouts  within  multi  bays  structure  that  considered  as 

optimal  solution  generated  from  many  trials  and  each  one  approves  the  objective  function. 

3. The  number  of  assumed  bays  can  be  increased  to  determine  more  resulted  layouts,  but  the 

increasing  of  the  bays  are  strongly  dependent  on  the  width  of  whole  facility  and  on  largest 

dimension  of  the  contained  departments. 
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4. The  dummy  department  can  be  placed  at  anywhere  without  affecting  on  the  optimality  of  the 

solution. Then  the  available  areas  of  the  dummy  departments  can  be  used  to  extend  the  areas  of 

the  real  manufacturing  departments. 

5.  The  dimensions  of  department  changed  but  remain  within  near  to  the  rectangular  shape,  where  

the  dimensions  of  dummy  ones  are  not  included  within  the  rectangularity  constraint. 
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